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Abstract Vanishing of cadaveric dissection, pruning of the curriculum and teaching schedule, the deployment of
unqualified tutors/demonstrators and removal of experienced faculties with closing of Anatomy departments has eroded
medical education. So tomorrows’ doctors accumulate deficient Anatomical knowledge impeding successful clinical practice.
The objective of this study is to evolve a new model of Anatomy as a subject to deliver adequate Anatomy to improve clinical
practice. The literature was reviewed regarding falling standards of the knowledge of Anatomy and growing failure cases.
This resulted in a model for the development of Anatomy as a subject by standardizing the curriculum to be taught by
medically qualified and experienced staff with the ability for standalone and collaborative research. The model will allow
interaction of anatomists with clinicians/trainees by providing instant anatomical solutions during medical education. The
well guided cadaveric dissection by experienced faculty will also improve the clinical practice. The model will also generate
ready-made records containing variations corresponding to relevant clinical complications helping clinical trainees during
clinical practice. This model will provide sufficient knowledge of Anatomy, reservoir of competent anatomical faculty and
also revolutionize clinical skills among medical trainees. The aim is to ensure that the quality of medical education is
enhanced.
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1. Introduction
The diseases are caused by changes in environmental
conditions, pathogens, toxins, trauma and misuse of
limbs. The results include anatomical distortions in shape,
size, location and orientation of structures as well as
developmental deficits that impair activities and/or the
functioning of macro/microstructures, organs, limbs and
bodily systems. The generation of signs and symptoms of
discomforts are governed by the brain.
The preliminary diagnosis starts from physical
examination through observation, palpation, percussion and
auscultation involving surface Anatomy (Figure-1) [1] to
assess preliminary signs and symptoms of disease.
The confirmation of disease is done through interpretation
of images of anatomical distortions or injury to macro/micro
neural structures by X-ray, CT, MRI, and endoscopy or
histopathological tests. The interpretation of imagery and
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histopathological slides requires sound knowledge of shape,
size, location, orientation, pathways, configuration and
developmental deficits of structures, organs, limbs and body
systems [2]. Thus anatomical investigations and diseases are
interrelated and good knowledge of anatomy is an important
prerequisite for an understanding of disease processes.

Figure 1. Showing importance of anatomy in diagnosis of diseases
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The perception of medical students’ understanding by
Bergman and co-workers (2013) is enlightening, “One time
on a scan you saw something down in the lung and then it
turned out to be the stomach coming through the diaphragm.
And I would never have thought of that, because to me
thorax and abdomen are just two totally unrelated things
(student 1f, year 2)” This clearly demonstrates the
importance of Anatomy for interpretation of imagery [3]. In
this study Bergman and collaborators (2013) recorded the
responses of the senior medical students in these terms:“You need it for diagnosis; you need it for physical
examination, for hand-over to colleagues, for record keeping,
for writing letters, in fact for understanding how certain
processes work, why patients are ill and what should be done
about it.” In another comment “It was the same for me
[insight] that in the clerkships I suddenly thought, hey, at this
point it would have been really useful if I had studied a bit
more Anatomy”. Further “The neurology clerkship was
mentioned by many students: “[…] I am doing neurology
now and there you discover that every diagnosis, everything
comes down to anatomy in the end and how things run and
work, that is really awfully important.” These comments
underscore the notion that medical trainees have inadequate
knowledge of anatomy for clinical diagnosis.
After diagnosis, the anatomical distortions are either
manipulated by surgical or medicinal treatments to get rid of
discomforts of disease. The imagery guided surgical access
and intervention both require detailed knowledge of the
shape, size, location, orientation, configuration, pathways
and developmental deficits of macro/micro structures,
organs, limbs and systems [2]. Surgical restoration is also
confirmed by imagery to assess the degree to which the
remedy has been successful [4]. Additionally, medicinal
treatment can also be precisely prescribed by using
radiological interpretation to comprehend the relationship
between signs and symptoms, disease, pathology and
anatomically observable causative factors. It is clear from
these observations that a sufficient knowledge of human
Anatomy is indispensable for good quality professional
medical education/profession in clinical practice [5].
Apart from this, the knowledge of normal and variant
Anatomy at both macro and micro levels is essential for an
understanding of newly discovered diseases and newly
evolved micro-organism like Corona, Ebola and Zeka etc.
Until the molecular and cellular structures of these antigens
together with the microstructure of antibodies are discovered,
safe and successful medicinal and surgical treatments cannot
be formulated. In order to accomplish this, standalone and
collaborative research in Anatomy alongside clinical, Para
clinical and allied subjects need to be intensified by
medically qualified anatomists and other subject experts.
The role of anatomical investigations in cross disciplinary
ventures of this type are .generally overlooked, when
anatomical studies are relegated to a subsidiary place in
biomedical investigations or are neglected in their entirety.
This neglect will not be reversed until medical students
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and trainees are provided with the opportunity to acquire
adequate knowledge of human Anatomy [6,7,8,9,10,11,12,
13]. This will not be rectified until impediments to
comprehend clinical complications of health care in general
and pathology, surgery, imagery and anestheology are
removed, as pointed out by many specialty clinicians
concerned for ways of ensuring that clinical practice is made
successful for health care [4,14,15].
Inadequate anatomical training
Inadequate Anatomy has been responsible for fall in the
standard of medical education for the profession [16].
Besides anatomical ignorance, there is a growing spate
of litigations due to anatomical errors or ignorance leading
to misdiagnosis and mistreatment [11,17,18,19,20].
Additionally, Prince and coworkers (2005a, b) noted that
“In response to a questionnaire, the students at the starting
phase of clinical training expressed that 18.5% of students
possessed sufficient and 81.5% insufficient knowledge in
Anatomy in which the deficit was serious. Not only this 64%
of the students failed in the anatomical test set by students at
the beginning of clinical training except graduates could fail
only 26% while anatomists and clinicians failed 42% and
58% respectively [21,22]. Similarly, Bergman et al.’s (2013)
experiment of perception of students also supported that
there is inadequate knowledge of anatomy cultivated among
the students. One student commented: “It was the same for
me [insight] that in the clerkships I suddenly thought, hey, at
this point it would have been really useful if I had studied a
bit more anatomy” (student 8f, year 6) [3].
From above, it is evident that although sufficient
knowledge of human Anatomy is essential, inadequate
anatomy continues to be cultivated among medical students.
There have been claims that owners of some medical schools
have converted them into business hubs for earning hefty
profits [11,18] so basic principles of medical education have
been ignored.
A sufficient acquisition/delivery of anatomical knowledge
depends on, a) students should have strong aptitude to learn a
large Anatomy curriculum with the objective of creating the
basis for successful clinical practice to serve humanity.
b) medically qualified and experienced faculties of Human
Anatomy with a strong interest in teaching and research
should constitute the backbone of the teaching that should
not be left entirely to tutors/demonstrators/ PBL guides and
part-time clinicians. In turn clinicians involved in anatomy
teaching should revisit their knowledge of Anatomy [23] and
should have a broad knowledge of contemporary anatomy
rather than mainly of the anatomy applying to their own
[3] c) the extensive curriculum should be reorganized,
redistributed and standardized at all stages of medical
education and should be taught with reference to context
during the preclinical years with horizontal and vertical
integration for application in clinical practice. d) there is
needs to be an awareness of how current anatomical research
applies to clinical situations. Besides these, the inadequate
delivery/acquisition has been further deteriorated by a)
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drastic reduction of time schedule of anatomical teaching
[24,25,26], b) unsystematically pruning of parts of anatomic
curriculum [24,27], c) removal of cadaveric dissection, the
chief component of anatomy education and its replacement
by prosections, models, charts and other e-learning
resources hampering acquisition of anatomical knowledge,
[24,27,28,29,30] and d) closing down of Anatomy
departments in medical schools in USA, Canada and UK
[18,27,31].
Two illustrations
Two illustrations of current anatomy departments and
medical school teaching provide useful background data in
looking at current anatomy teaching. The first is provided by
the Brighton and Sussex Medical School’ (BSMS model)
launched in 2003. The teaching of Anatomy curriculum is
integrated horizontally and vertically based as it is on an
integrated systems-based approach to cultivate academic
knowledge and clinical experience. Anatomy is one of the
core elements of the program and has a prominent place in
the modular curriculum [8]. A multidisciplinary approach
has been adopted using traditional and contemporary
teaching methods. Unlike many other new medical schools,
cadaveric dissection is the cornerstone of its teaching. The
reason for this is that dissection is regarded as a successful
means of demonstrating anatomical detail and also as a way
of enhancing communication and teamwork skills, with
emphasis placed on care and compassion. In this model,
anatomy is also taught in the later years of the program. It is
encouraging that this model has opted for a dissection based
approach on the grounds that it provides a platform to help
develop three-dimensional anatomical knowledge and an
appreciation of anatomical variation [8]. Living anatomy
sessions are pivotal to this approach, and are linked with
ultrasound sessions. In this way considerable efforts have
been put into teaching anatomy within a clinical setting,
supplemented by the use of simulators in a Clinical Skills
Laboratory. The role of anatomy within a clinical-based
curriculum is encouraging.
The second illustration is from the University of Otago in
New Zealand and is not intended to outline how anatomy fits
into the medical curriculum, but to show that an anatomy
department can be a strong research-based department if it
sees itself as a research-intensive discipline within a modern
university (Jones personal communication). In this case, the
breadth of the department extends far beyond traditionally
conceived gross anatomy. Within a department divided into
biological anthropology, neuroscience and reproduction,
genomics and development, clinical anatomy stands strong
as an equal subgroup. It is as research-based as all the other
groupings, and contributes seminally to medical teaching. Of
its eight members, four have medical qualifications, one a
dental qualification, one a physiotherapy background, and
two have science backgrounds. All have postgraduate
degrees and are research active. In addition, the teaching is
supported by five teaching fellows, three of whom are
medically trained. This demonstrates that it is possible to

have a vigorous, research-informed anatomy department, in
which medical experience is taken seriously and made
available to undergraduate medical students.
Basic curricular needs
In developing an approach it is important to create interest
among students and produce a reservoir of competent faculty
well equipped with the ability to establish interrelationships
among a large number of variables. These include signs and
symptoms of disease, anatomical causation and radiological
interpretation corresponding to images of normal/ variant/
distorted shape, size, location and orientation. This requires
recruitment of well qualified and competent faculties [2].
Such medically qualified staff will be expected to provide
the driving force for research in medical education as well as
in clinically-related Anatomy. In this way they will be able to
meet the future challenges and threats within Anatomy. This
constitutes the basic principle of delivery/acquisition, to
arrest not only the inadequate basic Anatomy during the
preclinical stage but also horizontal/vertical integration of
applied Anatomy during clinical training. It will also fit
anatomy to contribute to clinical training, as well as
postgraduate training at specialty and super-specialty levels.
Therefore, the aim of the present study is to formulate,
design and develop a strategy for the evolution of anatomical
academics integral to the revolution of medical education.
The hope is that this will improve the diagnostic and
interventional relationship between Anatomy, surgery,
imagery, pathology and anestheology.

2. Material and Methods
The review of literature concentrated on what the authors
perceive is the inadequate knowledge of anatomy among
medical graduates. Questions posed were: ‘why do trainees
know too little Anatomy?’, what is the effect of the closure
of anatomy departments in some countries? How does
dependence upon prosections, models and charts compare
with cadaveric dissection’, what parts of anatomy appear
to be is irrelevant and redundant? What have been the effect
of pruning syllabus of Anatomy?, ‘can clinical diagnosis
and treatment be planned with inadequate anatomical
knowledge?’ The search for clinical handicaps due to
ignoring and neglecting the Anatomy was also done. The
databases used were Researchgate, Wiley’s on line library,
Google scholar, Medline, Scielo and Pubmed. Only English
language articles were selected.
Scheme of Development of Human Anatomy
The development model of Anatomy will be formulated as
under at Graduation, Post Graduation (PG/specialty) and
Post PG (Super specialty) academic levels. The systematic
development of human Anatomy will start from delivery /
acquisition of balanced blend of basic and applied Anatomy
sufficient to comprehend the skill and knowledge of
therapeutic modalities in clinical practice. Development
of Human Anatomy during graduation will be done at
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preclinical and at clinical training.
Preclinical Anatomy
The minimum necessary workable clinically oriented
syllabus should be allocated in preclinical medical
graduation brought out by the journals, Clinical Anatomy
and Journal of Anatomy as detailed by Kumar and Singh,
2020 in their Model of Pedagogy with minor reorganization.
Later on, the syllabus may be standardized to consist of
surface Anatomy, the systems and basic concepts of
structures and organs (shape size, location, configuration and
landmarks). Developmental and embryological principles
are to be outlined with reference to congenital defects plus
organization of micro-elements in these structures. The
curriculum should consist of analysis of normal histological
slides/radiological images of various macro/microstructures
[16] and their verification through cadaveric dissection to
be applied in clinical complexities encountered during
undergraduate clinical training (Table 1).
Table 1. Broad reorganization and redistribution of vast curriculum of
human Anatomy
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4)”.
The teaching schedule of this preclinical curriculum is
proposed as 1 year. After overall view of body structures
and body systems as described above, the regional material
will be taught in multidimensional repetitions through a
blend of didactic lectures for explaining organizational and
morphological concepts of developing structures.
Histology teaching and exposure to histology laboratory,
demonstration classes, seminars, dissection guidelines by
virtual table and pre-recorded videos and manual cadaveric
dissection for practical verification of structures and
retention in radiological and histological interpretation of
normal/variant structures/slides for diagnosis and treatment
in general and surgical access and intervention in particular
should also be taught. In addition to this, the day to day cases
with anatomical solutions given to 2nd year onwards students
during clinical training in OPD should be collected by
JRs to be discussed with the preclinical students. The new
advancements in research in Anatomy by competent
medically qualified faculty should be passed on to students
relating them to clinical complexities.

Acadenic level

Allocation of Curriculum of human Anatomy

Anatomy in clinical training at graduation

Premedical academic
education

Elementary gross Anatomy and broad idea of
systems

Graduate medical
education i.
preclinical 1 year and

Full body Gross Anatomy, cadaveric
dissection, embryology and histology as
brought out by “Clinical Anatomy” and/or
“Journal of Anatomy”.

Graduate medical
education ii. clinical
4.5 years

Revision of preclinical Anatomy and new
additions of clinical stream wise curriculum
including variant human Anatomy through
cadaveric dissection

Post graduate medical
education: 3 years,.
PG Anatomy

Revision of preclinical Anatomy, advanced
macro and microanatomy and microscopic
cadaveric dissection, detailed specialty wise
Anatomy, detailed clinical stream wise
curriculum and standalone and collaborative
research for thesis and publications

Post PG medical
education: Post PG
Anatomy 3 years

Revision of preclinical Anatomy, advanced
macro and microanatomy and cadaveric
dissection, detailed specialty wise Anatomy,
standalone and collaborative research for
publications of new discoveries together with
and teaching Graduate, Post Graduate

During this time, the students are slowly exposed to
preliminary diagnosis starting from patients input
encompassing signs and symptoms of discomforts their
location, history taking and physical examination leading to
anatomical causatives of disease. The preclinical syllabus
covers almost entire curriculum to be applied in diagnosis
but regurgitation is required. However, some new
topics/variations may be additionally required for diagnosis
of new diseases or new variations in structures, organs, limbs
and systems through radiological images in various clinical
streams to be manipulated by medicinal and surgical
treatment. As a result, the curriculum of human Anatomy is
to be drawn up in consultation with relevant clinicians based
on clinical problems.
There is a major change in the curriculum in moving from
a regional base to a system base, with interlinking
structures/organs and systems. This points to the relevance
of surface Anatomy in the syllabus at this level.
Development of Anatomy at postgraduate level
This pattern of systematic development of Anatomy
will split PG Anatomy into Head and Neck (H N), Upper
limb and Thorax (UL T), Lower limb and Abdomen,
Neuroanatomy (NA) and Vascular Anatomy (VA). This
could be expanded in the future, as specialties emerges. The
schedule of PG Anatomy will be 3 years. In first two years
the students will be learning complete human Anatomy and
in the third year, they will be concentrating on their specialty
and the clinical streams related to them. These specialties
will provide specialized support for successful practice in the
corresponding clinical specializations (Table 2) for more
clinically complex situation.

The curriculum of surface human Anatomy will consist of
whole body surface locations’ names with internal landscape
of structures, organs, limbs and systems w. r. t. landmarks
with its verification on live patients and cadavers. The
concepts of whole body structural disposition and systems
should be clear to students [32]. Bergman et al. (2013) have
commented “Neurovascular structures extending across
body regions and their branching pattern are very important
to know in their entirety. From students’ perspective: “Yes,
you would see them run into the foot, but you had no idea
where they had branched off” (student 5c & student 5b, year
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Table 2. The anatomical support by Anatomy specialists in Anatomy

PG Specialties in Anatomy

Delivery to medical graduates
and post graduates

Post PG Specialties in
Anatomy

Delivery to graduates and
post graduates of
clinical streams

Head and Neck, ENT

Ophthalmology,
Dentistry, Medicine

Neuroanatomy CNS, PN

Neurosurgery CNS,
Neurology, Medicine

Upper limb and Thorax

Cardiology, Respiratory,
Orthopedics,

Cardiovascular Anatomy

Cradiac Surgery

Lower limb and Abdomen

Gastroenterology,
Urology, Gynecology,
Orthopedics, Medicine

Anatomy
Of Elementary track

Gastroenterology

Neuroanatomy

Neurology, Psychiatry,
Medicine

Vascular Anatomy

Cardiology, Medicine

This requires very close and intimate clinical interaction to
enhance the quality of clinical training.
Broad Curriculum of PG Anatomy
A brief curriculum of all the specialties of Anatomy in
the specialty wise regions is presented in Table 1. A fuller
anatomical curriculum should incorporate fresh additions of
untaught/newly discovered variations from the research
literature or explored through cadaveric dissection. These
include anatomical solutions to new clinical complexities
encountered during patients’ examinations, live Anatomy,
advanced concepts of histological interpretation of internal
microstructures, their configuration and the mapping of
pathways, imagery interpretation and advanced concepts
of embryology. In addition, more precise microscopic
cadaveric dissection should be included for better
comprehension of microstructural configuration in human
organs/systems in relation to complex clinical complications.
Planned surgical intervention on live patients should be
demonstrated first on cadavers by surgeons/PG learners with
active discussion with experienced anatomists/Post PGs of
Anatomy preferably weekly. Similarly radiographs from live
patients should be interpreted in association with expert
radiologists, PGs, and anatomists. Also included in the
curriculum should be research findings on new anatomical
variations alongside understanding of the way in which
pathogens invade organs and tissues though comparing
normal and distorted histological slides of cells/tissues.
Additionally, emphasis should be placed on phenomena such
as neurovascular interrelations with compression, blockage
and variations in structural pathways and configuration for
surgical access and intervention.
Why super-specialty in Anatomy?
The clinical practice, disease and its diagnosis and
treatment together with human Anatomy are so complexly
interwoven that they cannot be separated. This is a primary
requirement of successful clinical practice. “Where there is a
disease, there is morbid/distorted Anatomy (structures,
organs, limbs and systems) associated to it.” For example,
the surgical treatment of appendicitis depends on the

identification, location and configuration of variant
anatomical structures detected by imagery experts and this
depends on precise knowledge of Anatomy (Figure-2).

Figure 2. Showing how anatomy is indispensable for surgery e.g. in
appendicitis

Post PG/super specialty professionals from all clinical
streams are referred more serious patients suffering from
more complicated diseases and these depend upon advanced
knowledge of normal/morbid and macro/microanatomy for
accurate diagnosis and treatment in clinical practice; this,
in turn, requires sophisticated anatomical knowledge [2,33].
This knowledge has to be cultivated during medical
education at super specialty level in all the clinical streams.
In order to acquire this knowledge, whether involving new
equipment to investigate internal microstructures following
injury and repair, or the spread of complex vascular
pathways related to atherosclerosis [34], ongoing anatomical
research is required.
The emergence of new diseases requires understanding
of the molecular structure of pathogens and the formulation
of drugs which do not damage other structures and
protective antibodies. This requires intensive, integrated and
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collaborative research in Anatomy with other disciplines.
The need for this is becoming increasingly clear with the
advent of the revolution in information technology among
the public concerning the reaction of medicines in clinical
practice.
In light of these developments, the systematic
development of Anatomy as a subject provides firm base to
revolutionize safer and secured clinical practice for advanced
diagnosis and treatment. Therefore, a new academic super
specialty level in Anatomy has been planned to be added like
super specialties in clinical streams in general and surgery.
This will supplement specialized knowledge of anatomical
solutions currently unavailable and will advance excellent
health care. This requires a revolution in standalone and
collaborative research in Anatomy from the gross to
molecular levels.
The development of Anatomy at super specialty level
Though the syllabus of super-specialty (Anatomy) should
be designed by both anatomical and clinical experts a broad
outline of this course corresponds to Neurosurgery, Cardiac
Surgery and Gastroenterology as follows.
1. Neuroanatomy (CNS & PNS)
2. Cardiovascular Anatomy and
3. Anatomy of Alimentary tract
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Broad Curriculum and Scheduling
The Broad teaching/learning curriculum of Post PG
Anatomy (Table 1) will consist of the routine regurgitation
of already learned Anatomy with fresh additions of
anatomical variations from gross to cellular and
molecular levels. This will include all the components
of gross Anatomy, advanced histological interpretation like
fascicular correlation/tracking and in depth advanced
developmental concepts. Radiological interpretation
strengthened by verification through cadaveric dissection
and planning of the microstructures to fascicular level. The
amalgamation of diversified interdisciplinary collaborative
(with specialties and allied sciences) research of variations
at macro/micro-level focused on clinical complications
in the field of super specialization is indispensable in this
curriculum. The analysis of Anatomy of live patients through
imagery is to be done in relation to cadaveric knowledge.
The curriculum should also consist of studying anatomical
deformations as they correspond to signs and symptoms of
diseases, impairment and malfunctions of systems / organ /
limbs. The duration of super specialty in Anatomy will be
3 years similar to clinical super specialties. The schedule of
learning/teaching is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Scheduling of PG/Post PG Anatomy
Post Grduate Anatomy

Post P G Anatomy

Topics of
teaching/learning

H/W
Ist
year

H/W
IInd
year

H/W
IIIrd
year

Topics of teaching/learning

H/W
Ist
year

H/W
IInd
year

H/W
IIIrd
year

Basic/ Anatomy

6

5

4

Basic/Advanced Anatomy

3

2

1

6

6

6

Advanced Anatomy

6

8

6

Sharing Live Anatomy
with PG GS, PG R

Live Anatomy

1

1

1

Histology and osteology*

2

2

2

Microscopic
Dissection

6

6

6

Teaching Gross Anatomy

3

3

3

Supervision of C
Dissection*

8

8

8

Supervision of C
Dissection*

4

4

4

Anatomical support*

3

3

3

Anatomical support*

3

3

3

Histology and
osteology*

2

2

2

Supervision Microscopic
Dissection

3

3

3

Intercation with PG
clinical*

1

1

1

Intercation with PG
clinical*

3

3

3

H/W= Hours/Week

First year should be allocated for complete Anatomy, the
second year for Anatomical specialty and the third year for
clinical super-specialty related Anatomy.
Evaluation system in developing Anatomy as A subject
The present system of evaluation based on passing the
examination should be completely overhauled. The system
of evaluation through different pattern of examinations in
graduation, PG (specialty) and Post PG (super specialty)
should test the practical and theoretical knowledge of
Anatomy, its comprehension and ability to apply in clinical
practice (Table 4).

For this the examination pattern should be divided
into testing of basic knowledge of anatomy including its
application in diagnosis and treatment of disease. Thus
keeping above factors in mind, theoretical examination
papers must possess 50% objective, 25% short answer
type and 25% explanatory questions to test definitive
terminological, logical development, comprehension and
applications of human Anatomy on case to case bases to
clinical science for health care respectively. As regards
practical examination, the students should be exposed to
patients depending on academic level for diagnosis and
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treatment through written and oral examination exactly on
the pattern of the theory examination besides cadaveric
knowledge testing. These answer books should be
objectively and strictly evaluated. The true and stringent
evaluation will motivate junior students as per perception
experiment of Bergman et al. (2013): “The stricter
assessment is a frequently mentioned method as an incentive
for them to study Anatomy harder [3].
Table 4. Evaluation Pattern of Anatomy in Medical Education
Medical Education
Levels

Graduation

BAA
(%)

SCA
(%)

CA
(%)

Preclinical

50

25

25

IInd year

25

50

25

IIIrd- year

25

25

50

1

50

25

25

2

40

30

30

3

30

35

35

Specialty
Anatomy
Specialty Clinical

10

20

70

Super specialty Anatomy

25

30

45

Super specialty Clinical

10

20

70

BA A=Basic and Advanced Anatomy; SC A=Semi-Clinical Application (cases);
C A=Clinical application (practical patient’s care)

3. Results and Discussion
Our analysis of this model and the available literature
found that the deficiencies producing inadequate knowledge
of Anatomy can be eliminated and the quality of clinical
practice refined. “There is a general feeling among junior
students that Anatomy is boring associated with memorizing
vast amounts of factual knowledge (Vast and rote)”
“Anatomy is perceived as learning the names of structures”
“Well, Anatomy is just to crame. There is nothing to
understand about anatomy (student 3b, year 3)” [3]. These
factors creating disinterest in Anatomy among students
can be eliminated by reorganizing, redistributing and
standardizing the curriculum. This has been done by
teaching Anatomy through repeating topics by lectures,
demonstration classes, dissection and interaction and
exposure to clinical cases together with providing
continuous and consistent anatomical solutions to problem
based learning. In this way, the material is retained, and fresh
motivation can be kindled among students as long as the
classes are taught in a coherent manner by medically
qualified and well experienced faculty.
A standardized/reorganized curriculum at various stages
of medical education will eliminate widely variable
curriculum of Anatomy and this will facilitate migration of
students across various countries, American and British
medical schools in particular [18,35]. The variations in
curricula are currently so great that the anatomical
knowledge acquired by medical students, even within the
same country incompatible. The variability across countries
is far greater, so that the acquired knowledge and expertise in

clinical practice leads to the difficulties experienced by
migrating students.
The provision of competent faculty in this model will not
only provide easily comprehensible anatomical knowledge
through amalgamation of best and thoughtful teaching
methodology but also facilitate the advancing knowledge of
anatomy needed to combat any future threats of grey areas in
diagnosis and treatment.
Interdisciplinary collaborative research by medically
qualified, expert and experienced anatomical faculties will
enhance the quality of medical education by explaining
difficult to comprehend clinical grey areas. These include
variations in macro/microstructures for safe clinical practice
supported by anatomical analysis and solutions to the
diagnosis of disease and treatment at all levels of medical
education. This morphological research will be used to help
formulate drugs to efficiently control the antigens and
protect against from complications due to drug reactions.
The amalgamation of research on variant structures,
their fascicular constituents, pathways, distribution of nerve
fibers and their configuration and identification for
neuro-microsurgery at fascicular level will add another
dimension to medical practice [2,33]. Knowledge like this
may prove useful when confronted by epidemics due to new
pathogens or antigens like Corona/Ebola viruses. While
advances in all cognate fields are required when confronted
by situations such as these, anatomically-based clinical
advances may contribute substantially to the clinicians’
armamentarium, and thus decrease mortality and morbidity.
For surgeons the availability of precise and well informed
anatomical background, and the ability to practice
extensively on cadavers will tremendously enhance the
confidence of the novice surgeon and enhance the precision
of surgery with minimal damage to surrounding structures.
This will not only improve clinical practice but also
produce semi-clinical anatomists to teach Anatomy teaching
more in context with clinical problems. The model will
facilitate meeting the future challenges of medical education
and synergize the practical and theoretical interaction
between clinical and non-clinical faculty and students. Thus
the scheme will develop not merely anatomy academics to
produce future competent faculties for Anatomy but also
enhance clinical skills by supplementing anatomical solution
by exploring anatomical variations and expanding morbid
anatomy to overcome complications of diagnosis and
treatment.

4. Conclusions
This aim of this model of development of Anatomy is to
reorganize and standardize the Anatomy curriculum to be
taught by qualified and experienced faculties of Anatomy
with a strong background in standalone and collaborative
research. Its goal is to decrease the rate of failure due to
inadequate anatomical knowledge at all levels of medical
education and to restore the falling credibility of the medical
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profession. The graduate, PG and post PG trainees will be
exposed to one to one synergistic interaction and cadaveric
dissection to help them understand imagery interpretation,
disease and surgical access and procedure. In addition, it is
intended to assist in helping understand malfunctioning of
structures and systems and hence to comprehend molecular
interactions of pathogens and antibodies for formulating and
administering the drugs. In this way the development of
Anatomy will contribute to improve clinical health care of
human beings.
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